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 NIC Walking Guides 
 

 

#27 - Walking from 

Miya-no-Watashi 

to Atsuta Jingu Shrine 
 

   
          

NAGOYA INTERNATIONAL CENTER VOLUNTEERS 
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Walking Course
Start: Exit #3 Tenmacho Subway Station 伝馬町           

→Cross footbridge at Uchida-bashi-kita 内田場市北 

→Miya-no-Watashi Park 宮の渡し公園 

→Cross Oseko Bridge 大瀬子 over the Horikawa River 

→Walk along the west bank of Horikawa River 

→Shiratori Gardens 白鳥庭園 

→Walk north on Shiratori Promenade  

→Nagoya International Convention Center 名古屋国際会議場 

→Cross Atsuta-kinen Bridge 熱田記念橋 

→Atsuta Baseball Stadium 熱田野球場  Danpusan Tomb Mound 

→Cross footbridge on Fushimi Dori 

→Turn right at Nishi-Takakura intersection 西高倉 

→Takakura-musubi-miko Shrine 高座結御子神社 

→Cross footbridge over JR & Meitestu lines 

→Turn right at City Taikukan Nishi traffic lights 市体育館西      

→Jingu-higashi Park 神宮東公園 

→Turn right at Jingu-higashi Park Mae traffic lights  

→Cross footbridge over JR & Meitetsu lines 

→Turn right at Atsuta-eki-mae traffic lights 熱田駅前 

→Turn right at Jingu-mae eki 神宮前駅 traffic lights 

→Atsuta Shrine grounds 熱田神宮 

→Walk across Atsuta Shrine grounds  

→West side of Atsuta Shrine 

→Walk north on Fushimi Dori 伏見通り 

Goal: Jingu-nishi Subway Station 神宮西 
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 Map 
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Footbridge over Route 23 

 

After walking a while from the start point, you will come across a 

footbridge across Route 23. Going down the footbridge takes you 

to Miya-no-watashi Park, which is located at the mouth of the 

Horikawa River. 

Miya-no-Watashi Park  

 

           

   Hour Bell Tower 

Miya-no-Shuku  ( It has also been called Atsuta-no-Shuku) 
During the Edo Period, there were two main highways between Kyoto and Edo (Tokyo). 

One was the Tokaido Highway which ran along the pacific ocean and another was the Nakasendo 

Highway which ran through the mountainous region of central Japan. Miya-no-Shuku (Miya 

stage),the 42nd stage from Edo, was the biggest stage of the 53 stages along the Tokaido Highway, 

because of the flourishing Atsuta shrine and the harbour of Miya-no-Watashi. 

                

Tokaido 53 tsugi Miya by Hiroshige         Miya-no-Shuku 
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Miya-no-Watashi  ( Miya Port ) 
People who traveled along the Tokaido Highway during the Edo Period had to travel by ship between 

Miya-no-shuku and Kuwana shuku. Miya-no-Watashi was called Hichiri-no-Watashi as well. The 

distance between Miya-no-shuku and Kuwana shuku was about 26 km by water route. However, 

when the tides were low or travelers did not want to take a boat trip, they could travel by road taking 

Saya-kaido route.  

 

                 

     Miya Port by Utagawa Hiroshige               Harbour light 

 

After crossing the Oseko Bridge over the Horikawa River, you walk along the west side of the 

Horikawa River.   

                  

   East side of Horikawa River                    Horikawa River                    
 

Shiratori Garden   

Shiratori Garden was built on the site of a former lumber 

pond and opened in April 1991. The site area is 3.7 

Hectares. 

Admission fee: Adults 300 Yen, under 15s free. 
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Map of Shiratori Garden 

The garden was built to resemble real natural sites of the Tokai region. A small artificial hill positioned 

at the south west end in the garden resembles “Mt. Ontake”,  a river which flows from the hill is 

supposed to be the “Kisogawa River”, and a pond into which the stream pours is “Isewan Bay”.  

,     

 Mountain stream         Kisogawa River               Isewan Bay  

                                                   

The sukiya style of Chashitsu, a tea-ceremony cottage, was built at the center of the garden. Tea 

ceremony is sometimes held in this tea-ceremony cottage. The waterscape of “Shioiri-no-niwa” 

varies every second by the ebb and flow of the tide. 

                          
                           Chashitsu & Shioiri-no-niwa

 

 

Nagoya International Convention Center  
Go on to the Shiratori Promenade leaving  

behind the Shiratori garden and you will 

find the Nagoya International Convention Center ahead.    

     

 

 

 

Danpusan Tomb Mound 
After crossing the Atsuta Kinen Bridge near the Nagoya International Center Bureau, Atsuta Baseball 

Stadium becomes visible. Every summer, high school baseball games are held there. There is a big 
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tomb mound called Danpusan tomb mound near the baseball stadium. This the largest tomb mound 

in the Chubu area and was built around the 6th century for the local ruling family living in this area.  

Type of tomb mound:  Zenpo-koenhun.  前方後円墳 

Size:  Length:  151 meter.  Height:  16.2 m.  Front diameter: 116 m.   

Rear diameter:  80 m. 

 

                 

Danpusan tomb moun                     Full view                                                         

 

Takakura Musubi-Miko Shrine 
Turn right at Nishi-takakura traffic lights located at the intersection on Fushimi Dori and continue east. 

A small shrine can be found on your left. The shrine is called Takakura-musubi-miko Shrine, which is 

dedicated to a god that protects children from illness. By local tradition, people entrust their babies to 

the god until the age of 15 and pray for their health. There is also a well on the shrine grounds. 

Legend has it that ooking into the well will prevent any illness from coming to one’s child. 

 

                
       Main shrine                                Shrine gate 

 

Jingu Higashi Park 
Continue on the same street eastward and go across the footbridge under which both JR and 

Meitetsu railways run. Then turn right at the City Taiikukan (gym) traffic light. You will find 

Jingu-higashi park - this was built about 25 years ago on land where some big factories stood before. 
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The park has a ground extending north and south lengthwise. There are also tennis courts and a 

swimming pool stands at the gate way. 

               

           Nagoya City Gym 

Turn right at the traffic light in front of the south gate of Jingu-higashi park. 

Go on westward and across a footbridge under which both JR and Meitetsu railways run. Turn left at 

the first traffic light after crossing the footbridge and follow the road round. At JR Atsuta Station turn 

right. You will have arrived at the East gate of Atsuta Shrine. 

 

Atsuta Jingu (Shrine) 
Atsuta shrine is one of the most famous shrines in Japan, established about 1,900 years ago. It’s 

1900th anniversary will be held in 2013. The shrine grounds measure 190,000 square meters. 

Covered with deep forest, it projects a mysterious presence 

                

           Main shrine                            Shrine gate 

 

Goal:   
Exit 2 of Jingu-nishi Subway Station which is located at the west side of Atsuta shrine.

 

 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

For further information, please contact -  

The Nagoya International Center (NIC) 

Nagono 1-47-1, Nakamura-Ku, Nagoya 

Tel: 052-581-0100 


